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• The earLy years •

ss “CapeLLa” – WiLheLm heinriCh

The seafarer’s tradition was continued by Johann’s son Wil-

helm Heinrich who in 1911 commissioned the Sietas ship-

yard to build the SS “Capella”. The vessel was purchased at 

a price of 3,000 Deutsche Mark and was later fitted with an 

engine.

mV “piraT” – pauL heinriCh 

The passion for the life on board was carried on to the next 

generation. In 1947, after his recruitment during the Sec-

ond World War, Paul Heinrich purchased a former navy ves-

sel and had it converted into a commercial freight vessel at 

the Sietas shipyard. The MV “Pirat” traded on the North and 

Baltic Sea transporting wood from Scandinavia to Germany, 

generals to England and wheat to Denmark. 

 

ss “amoeniTas” – Johann heinriCh

The history of SAL can be traced all the way back to the 

19th century when a family of seafarers in the Altes Land re-

gion embarked on its first endeavour and ordered the sailing 

vessel SS “Amoenitas”. In 1865, the vessel was built at the 

local Sietas shipyard and ventured out to the seven seas with 

a holding capacity of 140 tons. 

On its adventurous voyages, the vessel eventually stranded 

off the coast of West Africa during heavy winds. However, the 

captain and crew were rescued.

 Paul Heinrich (left) on the SS “Capella” 
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foto paul heinrich

• The earLy years •

Paul Heinrich – although a very dedicated family person – fol-

lowed the footsteps of his ancestors and spent almost forty 

years of his life on board. His three children Hans, Claus and 

Frauke saw their father less than they wished to but learned 

to appreciate the adventures of the sea from an early age on. 

Paul Heinrich’s initials still mark the chimneys of the SAL fleet
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• The earLy years •

FirsT neW BuiLdings For pauL heinriCh 

MV “FrAukE” (1956)

MV “rEGINE” (1966)

MV “FrAukE” (1971)

MV “rEGINE” (1976)

Over the years, two MV “Frauke” and two MV “regine” were 

added to the pool of the Paul Heinrich kG fleet. For Paul 

Heinrich, the names of his daughter and wife were to bring 

fortune to his vessels wherever they were. The tradition of 

naming the vessels after female family members has been 

carried on to the modern day of SAL.

While the first MV “Frauke” and MV “regine” were carrying 

bulk cargo and general cargo, their successors built in the 

1970s traded mainly as container vessels. 

8 tons

   Naming ceremony MV “Frauke” (1956)

MV “Regine” 1966 MV “Regine” 1976
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seesChLange saiLing The riVers

MV “PIrAT” (1978)

MV “SVENJA” (1982)

MV “FrAukE” (1983) 

In 1978 a new vessel was developed – the so called “See-

schlange” (sea snake) with its trademark of a submersible 

bridge. The three river sea vessels of this type – MV “Pirat”, 

MV “Svenja” and MV “Frauke” – traded around the world and 

sailed on the rhone river, the Danube and the Mississippi.

Claus Heinrich most closely followed his ancestors’ tradition 

by studying to become a captain and soon boarded the ves-

sels of his father. Hans was more interested in the commer-

cial aspect of shipping and became a shipbroker. Frauke got 

married to a captain and remained exposed to seafarers’ life.

• The earLy years •

20 tons

Celebrating Christmas on board
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• The eighTies – FoundaTion oF saL •

 

hans heinriCh LaunChes saL oFFiCe in 
sTeinkirChen

After working for Peter Döhle Schiffahrts-kG for more than 

10 years, Hans Heinrich decides to take on the challenge and 

creates the Schiffahrtskontor Altes Land GmbH in 1980, 

today more commonly known as SAL. Together with his 

brother Claus, he takes over the management of his father’s 

three vessels and starts the chartering business. 

The name “Schiffahrtskontor Altes Land GmbH” is homage 

to the beautiful setting of the office in the midst of Altes Land,  

located right at the river Elbe and home to endless apple 

and cherry plantations. The region also inspires the SAL logo 

which is an abstraction of the local Hogendiek Bridge.

Located in the same building as the local butcher shop, SAL 

begins its operations with a staff of three: Hans Heinrich, 

Annegret Heinrich and ulf köther. Shortly afterwards, Lars 

rolner joins the SAL team from Denmark, followed by many 

Danish staff over the years. Operations on board the vessels 

are supervised by Claus Heinrich who is not yet ready to set-

tle in the office but follows the calling of the sea. A significant 

number of staff from the very early days, including techni-

cians and seamen, is part of the SAL team up to this date.
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saL’s FirsT neW BuiLding 

MV “CALyPSO” (1984)

In 1984 SAL orders its first vessel at the Sietas shipyard. The 

MV “Calypso” – a joint venture between SAL and kestrel Ship-

ping Ltd, London – features 2 x 30 tons cranes and stands for 

the pioneering spirit of the new business endeavour.

From its early days on, SAL is driven by its passion for un-

conventional project cargo. The more challenging a cargo, 

the more interesting for the new company. This is the begin-

ning of tapping into the small niche of heavy lift shipping.

To sail on a dream on a crystal clear ocean,

to ride on the crest of a wild raging storm

To work in the service of life and living,

in search of the answers of questions unknown

To be part of the movement and part of the growing,

part of beginning to understand,

Aye Calypso the places you’ve been to,

the things that you’ve shown us,

the stories you tell

Aye Calypso, I sing to your spirit,

the men who have served you so long and so well 

(John Denver) 

• The eighTies •

60 tons
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in-house TeChniCaL experTise

With the increase in crane capacity, the technical expertise to 

operate these vessels becomes more important. Therefore, 

in 1985, Lühe Engineering is founded with Claus Heinrich as 

managing director. This is the beginning of a steadily growing 

engineering department which accompanies all of SAL’s op-

erations to date. roland Schulz takes charge of the technical 

inspection within Lühe Engineering and manages the mainte-

nance of the fleet until 2002, when uwe Brümmer, an experi-

enced captain and cousin of Hans and Claus Heinrich, takes 

over this position and monitors the new building process.

 

going heaVy …

MV “ANNEGrET” (1985)

MV “ANTJE” (1985)

Already one year later, SAL’s vision of carrying larger, heavier and more chal-

lenging cargo takes its course. In 1985, two geared vessels are purchased 

from the Danish owner Blaesbjerg. The vessels are renamed MV “Antje” and 

MV “Annegret” and feature cranes of 2 x 150 tons which is rather unique at 

the time. The vessels primarily trade between Europe, the Arab Gulf and India 

transporting various project cargoes, transformers and construction material. 

• The eighTies •

300 tons
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Cap anamur – The ChaLLenges oF 
“human” Cargo

In the mid eigthies, the world attention is drawn to the plight 

of the Vietnamese “boat people” who embark on small and 

precarious fishing boats to flee from the aftermaths of the 

Vietnam War. To assist in this refugee crisis, SAL accepts a 

one year charter to alleviate this humanitarian emergency. 

The MV “regine” is nominated as “Cap Anamur II” and is 

positioned in the South Chinese Sea, where fishing boats are 

identified and rescue operations are conducted. The refu-

gees are brought to the safe haven of Singapore, where they 

are accommodated in refugee camps and are flown out to 

various countries of asylum. On her final voyage, the “Cap 

Anamur II” loads as many as 340 refugees in its hold and 

sails to Germany. All in all, the vessel rescues about 1,000 

refugees from the sea. 

In the course of this project, SAL for the first time is faced 

with the task of carrying “human” cargo constituting a range 

of challenges, but being tremendously rewarding. After 

weeks on board, the refugees build an impressive resilience 

to extreme weather conditions facing wind forces up to 10. 

• The eighTies •

Claus Heinrich facing a new mission
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Type 132 – a ConsTanT in The saL FLeeT

MV “rEGINE” (1987)  2 x 100 tons

MV “ANTJE” (1989)  2 x 150 tons

MV “LENA” (1990)  2 x 150 tons

MV “GrIETJE” (1991)  2 x 150 tons

MV “ANNEGrET” (1992)  2 x 150 tons

MV “PAuLA” (1992)  2 x 200 tons

MV “MArGArETHA” (1992) 2 x 200 tons

MV “WIEBkE” (1993) 2 x 200 tons

• The eighTies •

In 1987, SAL starts a new building series of type 132 – a 

vessel type that is to become a constant in the SAL fleet for 

the upcoming 20 years. The first new building of this type is 

MV “regine” with 2 x 100 tons cranes. Seven more vessels 

follow with crane capacities rising up to 2 x 200 tons. 

200/300/400 tons
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VenTuring inTo spaCe

MV “ArIANA” (1988)

The wide scope of heavy lift cargo becomes evident again 

in 1988 when SAL, in joint venture with u.I.M. France, com-

missions the Sietas shipyard to build the MV “Ariana”. The 

highly specialized vessel is constructed to carry the expand-

able launch system “Ariane IV” from Le Havre and Bremen to 

Courou in French Guyana where communications and earth 

observation satellites are launched into space. The system 

becomes the basis for a European satellite launching pro-

gram with a record of 113 successful missions. 

200 tons

The vessel is faced with the challenge of transporting the 

three tiers rocket as one unit. To accommodate the largest 

launch system to date, the hold has a height of 13.80 m. The 

large units are rolled into the vessel on a back ramp, and 

two 100 tons cranes assist in lifting accessory cargo. For the 

European conglomerate Arianespace S. A. which awards the 

contract it is of utmost importance that the vessel not only is 

issued with the most modern technical equipment but also 

provides a maximum of security, speed, reliability and punc-

tuality for this highly sensitive cargo whose value far exceeds 

the value of the vessel itself. Over a time span of 10 years 

– until 1998 – SAL safely carries the “Ariane IV” to its South 

American destination. 

13
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ensuring sTaBiLiTy

MV “FrAukE” (1994) 

MV “TrINA” (1995) 

MV “rEGINE” (1996) 

MV “SVENJA” (1996) 

until 1996, 12 vessels of type 132 are delivered to SAL, and 

by then, a crane capacity of 2 x 250 tons is reached. Besides 

the rising crane capacity, these vessels are characterized by 

their low draft, lean structure and high speed of 16 knots. 

In addition, the later vessels – in light of increasing cargo 

weights – are equipped with a stability pontoon that is low-

ered into the water during loading/discharging operations.

• The nineTies •

500 tons
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The emergenCe oF Type 161

MV “GLOrIA” (1997)  

MV “WILMA” (1997) 

MV “ANNEMIEkE” (1998) 

MV “LENA” (1998)  

By the late 1990s, a new vessel type enters the market. 

MV “Gloria” with 2 x 275 tons cranes is delivered in 1997 and 

is followed by three sister vessels until 1998. Different from 

its predecessors of type 132, the new buildings are equipped 

with an additional starboard crane with a lifting capacity of 

150 tons facilitating loading operations on aft deck. Another 

innovation of these vessels is the repositioning of the bridge 

and superstructure to the front of the vessel. With this ad-

justment, unobstructed visibility even with over dimensional 

heavy lifts on deck is secured. Finally, the vessels are built to 

feature a service speed of 20 knots which is maintained on 

all other new buildings to come. With this unusual speed, the 

vessels are capable of increasing their cargo volume by ap-

proximately 25 per cent.

• The nineTies •

550 tons
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Large or smaLL – We LiFT iT aLL

With type 161 entering the market, SAL has a substantial 

fleet of sister vessels that can be commissioned for com-

prehensive projects. Amongst the projects that involve both 

vessel types is the Jamnagar refinery expansion. 

SAL is contracted to transport numerous modules and heavy 

equipment to India’s West Coast to complete the first instal-

lation phase of the reliance refinery. Over the course of 18 

months, up to 12 vessels transport over 500,000 freight tons 

to the site with units weighing between 100 tons and 1,600 

tons. Due to the inaccessibility of the site, the cargo is dis-

charged into barges for roll off ashore. 

• The nineTies •

Joint efforts of type 132 and 161 in Jamnagar
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Type 161 – To Be ConTinued …

MV “GrIETJE” (2000)

MV “ANNEGrET” (2000) 

MV “PAuLA” (2000) 

MV “WIEBkE” (2000) 

• The neW miLLennium •

neW managemenT sTruCTure

In 2001, Lars Rolner becomes shareholder together with 

Hans and Claus Heinrich. Lars rolner has played an impor-

tant role in shaping the success of the company since the 

early 1980s when he first joined SAL. In 1998, he becomes  

managing director of SAL. Originally from Denmark, Lars rol-

ner and his family have found a new home in Hamburg while 

strong ties to their home country are maintained.

After the vessel type 161 has proven to meet the demands 

of the heavy lift market, SAL decides to expand the num-

ber of vessels of this type. In the course of 2000, the Sietas 

yard delivers four new buildings of type 161A, this time with 

two portside cranes of 320 tons lifting capacity and one star-

board crane of 200 tons lifting capacity.

640 tons
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• The neW miLLennium •

opening oF China oFFiCe

At the beginning of the new millennium, it becomes evident 

that China would play a significant role in the global economy. 

SAL recognizes early on that physical representation in the 

country would be a great asset and sends one of its young 

pioneers to Shanghai where he starts office operations in 

2001. In 2007, an additional office is opened in Beijing.

 

one more Time – Type 161B

MV “ANNETTE” (2003) 

MV “MArIA” (2004) 

Completing the round figure of ten, SAL orders two more 

vessels of type 161 which are delivered in 2003 and 2004 

from the Sietas shipyard. MV “Maria” and MV “Annette” are 

topping their sister vessels with 2 x 350 tons portside cranes 

and one 250 tons starboard crane.

700 tons
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neW ChaLLenges oF proJeCT 
CoordinaTion

Compared to the earlier years of break bulk and heavy lift 

shipping, the new millennium comes along with even higher 

requirements of project coordination. Particularly in the field 

of oil and gas, clients are seeking innovative transportation 

solutions that constitute new challenges to all divisions of the 

company and call for a significant expansion of the engineer-

ing team. 

• The neW miLLennium •

Shell Exploration NZ Limited
Thank you for your efforts during the installation of the

Pohokura Platform Jacket and Topsides

20
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• The neW miLLennium •

Amongst the projects that are successfully performed by 

the 161 type vessels during 2005 and 2006 are the Snøhvit 

project, the Ormen Lange project, the Pohokura project, 

the KMZ project and the Stybarrow project. 

Loading for Ormen Lange in Hoboken, Belgium (2006)Loading for KMZ gas project destined for Dos Bocas, Mexico (2006)

21
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heaLTh, saFeTy and enVironmenTaL 
proTeCTion (hse)

Hand in hand with these projects goes the commitment to 

Health, Safety and Environmental Protection (HSE) on board 

and ashore. In 2006, as one of the first heavy lift carriers, SAL 

obtains its certification of ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 

and soon extends this certification to all vessels of the fleet. 

• The neW miLLennium •

Today, all projects are closely supervised 

by SAL’s in-house HSE department which 

also conducts regular training units with 

the crew ashore and on board.

Lars Rolner, Hans Heinrich, “K” Line President Hiroyuki Maekawa
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CreaTing a neW parTnership 

Despite its global scope and the steadily growing number of 

employees worldwide, SAL has always maintained its family 

business character. This trademark has been secured when 

in 2007, the shareholders decide to form a joint venture with 

“K” Line, one of Japan’s leading shipping companies. For 

SAL, this new partnership brings along all the advantages 

of a corporate network and stands for an enlargement of the 

global family at the same time. 

Following the joint venture, a steady exchange of staff be-

tween Steinkirchen and Tokyo promotes mutual cooperation 

and understanding. Shortly after the creation of the joint ven-

ture, SAL Japan is opened within “k” Line’s headquarter in 

Tokyo.

• The neW miLLennium •

Lars Rolner, Hans Heinrich, “K” Line President Hiroyuki Maekawa
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The FirsT suBsea handshake

With the growing energy demand around the world, heavy lift 

shipping is faced with new opportunities in the field of off-

shore exploration. While SAL has been involved in the deliv-

ery of offshore related cargo in the past, in 2007 it succeeds 

in performing its first subsea handshake in the MA-D6 oil 

field in the krishna Godavari Basin at the East Coast of India. 

For this special offshore operation, a linear winch is installed 

on MV “Annette” to enable the lowering and wet handshaking 

of a 330 mtons manifold into the water. With the assistance 

of the specially installed winch, the manifold is lowered 87 m 

• The neW miLLennium •

below sea level and is taken over by an anchor handling tug 

for installation on the sea bed. 

The project that not only requires technical expertise but 

also in-depth local knowledge and precise logistical coor-

dination is greatly facilitated by SAL’s long-standing Indian 

agent SAI Shipping.

2007
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expanding saL’s gLoBaL presenCe

Amongst the many synergies of SAL’s joint venture with 

“k” Line is the opportunity to further expand the company’s 

global presence. Since 2007 SAL has opened offices in the 

“k”  Line premises of Tokyo, London, Genoa, Perth and 

Helsinki.

neW CreWing agenCy 

Another significant development resulting from the “k” Line 

joint venture is the launching of a new crewing agency with 

the support of “k” Line Philippines. As an added value, the 

SAL crew can use the comprehensive training facilities of the 

“K” Line Maritime Academy in Manila. The Filipino crew 

members can tap into an extensive social benefits package 

including health care, family activities and training incentives. 

• The neW miLLennium •25
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sTepping iT up To 1,400 Tons … 

MV “FrAukE” (2008)

MV “ANNE-SOFIE” (2008)

MV “TrINA” (2008)

MV “rEGINE” (2009)

In 2008, SAL and “k” Line embark on their first joint new 

building program. Over the course of one year, four vessels 

of type 176 with 2 x 700 tons portside cranes (combinable to 

1,400 tons) and 1 x 350 tons starboard crane are delivered 

by the Sietas shipyard. Due to the extension of deck space 

above the gang board, the new buildings now measure an 

open weather deck of 128 x 24 m.  

• The neW miLLennium •

1,400 tons
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demanding CreaTiViTy

In line with the booming Brazilian economy, SAL performs 

a state of the art shipment of a pipe lay tower from La ro-

chelle to Brazil in October. The unit with a weight of 900 tons 

measures 16.7 x 22.24 x 39.4 m. Despite these extraordinary 

dimensions, SAL offers to lift the piece in its fully assembled 

state. To lift the assembled unit, SAL’s engineering team has 

to develop a highly complex lifting frame. The installation of 

the frame proves to be very challenging since it has to be 

attached to the main frame of the tower but is not allowed 

to interfere with some highly sensitive parts of the cargo. 

The cargo is loaded on the tanktop, and the vessel sails to 

Brazil with an open hatch. upon arrival, the tower is directly 

discharged onto a pipe laying vessel which is doublebank-

ing with the SAL vessel MV “Anne-Sofie” in rio de Janeiro. 

The installation is a highly challenging process since absolute 

precision is required.

• The neW miLLennium • 28
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piraTengarTen – CaTering To The nexT 
generaTion

With an increasing number of working mothers in the com-

pany, SAL decides to improve the work life balance of its 

employees by launching a company day care center – the 

“Piratengarten”. On the premises of the SAL office, children 

from various nationalities are attended to by two dedicated 

caretakers with plenty of opportunities for social learning and 

outdoor playing.

• The neW miLLennium •29
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geTTing heaVier …

Targeting the high end of heavy lift shipping, SAL orders two 

vessels at the Sietas shipyard with 2 x 1,000 tons crane ca-

pacity – combinable up to 2,000 tons. The speed will be at 

20 knots, and the new buildings will be the first in the fleet 

to be equipped with a Dynamic Positioning system. They 

will be able to trade with an open hatch to accommodate 

exceptionally large loads. As the previous new buildings of 

type 176, the vessels will be equipped with an “environmen-

tal passport”.

• The neW miLLennium •

In 2010, the combined lifting capacity of SAL’s latest new 

buildings will have multiplied by 35 compared to the lifting 

capacity of the first new building of 1984. In fact, with their 

capacity of 2,000 tons they will set a record for featuring the 

largest heavy lift cranes to date.

2,000 tons
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Thank you – CrediTs To aLL!!!

Within the past 30 years, SAL has experienced exciting developments: the combined 

lifting capacity of SAL vessels rose from 20 tons to 2,000 tons, the staff increased from 

three to over 500 on shore and on board, the fleet grew from one to 14 (two more under 

construction), the number of worldwide representative offices rose from none to seven ...

 

However, the developments as they have been described on the previous pages would 

not have been possible without the tremendous efforts of a fabulous team around the 

world – both ashore and on board the SAL fleet. We want to take this opportunity to 

express our deep gratitude to all of you who have shown their loyalty and dedication for 

all these years: 

The captains who do not shy away from finding a solution to the most impossible cargo 

operation, the crew who works hard to make these operations possible, the charter-

ing department which sells SAL’s services convincingly, the engineering/supercargo 

department which translates these commercial offers into a technically feasible reality; 

the operations department which makes sure that the vessels find their safe havens, the 

inspection department which guarantees for the maintenance of the fleet, the crewing 

department which recruits the best possible seamen for our heavy lift operations, the 

HSE department which reminds us of the importance of health and security ashore and 

on board, the personnel department which caters to the many needs of SAL staff, the 

financial department which monitors and guides SAL’s financial performance, and the 

IT department which ensures high speed communication at all times.

Last but not least we want to thank our valued customers for their continuous trust and 

support. We look forward to the new challenges that they will bring to SAL and its team.
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ComBined Crane CapaCiTy (Tons)  sTaFF deVeLopmenT (ashore)

• sTaTisTiCs •
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SAL 

Schiffahrtskontor Altes Land GmbH & Co. KG

Bürgerei 29 

21720 Steinkirchen

Germany

Phone +49 4142 81810

Fax +49 4142 810281/82

sal@sal-heavylift.com

www.sal-heavylift.com


